Alumni Cast Presents Vane's Play, "Outward Bound" This Week-end

To Appear In Production

Music Department Denies Responsibility for Noise

New French Honorary Has Been Organized on the Campus

Dr. Carl Holliday
Gives Address at S. F. for Writers of Western League

State College Professor Is President of Both the Local and Natl. Group

To Speak to Attorney's at William Taylor Hotel

Prominent Directors Will Be Invited to Give Courses Etc.

Graduates Notice!
German Educators Found Institute for World Pedagogy in Mayence, Germany

As an encore air.

Parents who think Willie is bound in this field with that of the rest equally extensive exhibit of mod-

in the Hub is still in the initial phase.

Although undergraduates have been in higher schools, students and are more rigorous in subject matter and are inclined to feel more re-

In view of this, then, it will be obvious for the future.

This is a good score for the "twinkles," including Alice Loe, 

Dr. Earl Campbell of the Soria-
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Betia Gamma Chi Holds Winter Formal At Devonshire Country Club

As director of their dance, Miss Elizabeth Jenkins, the members of the Verse Speaking Choir spent a most delightful evening at her home on Friday evening. Later in the evening the students gave a number of their selections for a higher interested audience composed of Miss Jenkins' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Jenkins. Both being fond of poetry, they enjoyed the selection of the program, which was made with the thought of the work of the choir.

The remainder of the evening was spent in the general discussion of poems and their possibility of being prepared for presentation by the choir.

Miss E. Toles Speaks To Stanislaus Teachers

Miss E. Toles, rural school supervisor, accompanied by Miss Estelle Brandall of the art department, spoke at a meeting of about 30 rural school teachers of Stanislaus county last Saturday.

The meeting, which among others for teachers, was a laudable celebration of Washington's birthday, proved to be very interesting and beneficial to the teachers present.

Miss Toles spoke on the art-education program, giving many suggestions which teachers could work on in the art and giving many hints.

An appreciative writer will sometimes visit a beautiful and powerful place and feel the same atmosphere—like a coronet king appeared by a maid—the Walter White.

Miss Marla Blackford, ex-president of San Jose Players, is remembered for her leading role in "You and I" will be again at the head of her company to appear in the annual one-act art exhibitions, which will be held at Santa Cruz in the near future. According to Miss Blackford, it is a very valuable event to the students, all students in particular, as they are represented by it.

The second floor of the County building, at the north, will be the scene of the exhibitions, which is being transformed into a beautiful gall gallery, which is being used by the people all over the state are to be shown.

The student voters from State College are planning on seeing the exhibitions on February 19th, where they are going to Santa Cruz in a group for a week's part, and by themselves. They were interested in the opportunity of attending the exhibition, which will not only be fascinating but will also be a recreation in the classroom.

German Club To Journey To San Francisco

Interested members of the German Club will journey to San Francisco to visit the Filmore Art Club on January 30th, where they will see "Ten Mothers," which, literally translated, means "Ten Saints." Mr. Lebowski and Mr. Newby state that they are the silent version of the film when they were in Munich two years ago.

This showing is made possible by the Art Faculty's efforts. The exhibition will be held and run by the Art Faculty.

To cut or not to cut is the question. And the answer is: "Let's go."

"No, no, don't you understand the situation? The picture of a man being hit by a lady coacher, then [a dressed girl] daydreaming into a man's chair, gather up your homework and go to a movie!" So the picture will be shown or cut when we get it back at last but it will be seen by your tame soda-fountain helper.

Art Faculty Sends Works To Cut or Not To Cut Is Mooted

Problem Among Students at State

Miss Dorothy Larsen, State College, presented some of the works of the Art Faculty to the Art Club, which is planning to show the exhibition. The Art Faculty has taken much care in selecting the works, and the show will be held in the last week in February.

The students are rejoicing at the exhibition, which is being held in the last week in February. The exhibition will be held in the last week in February.
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Spartans Hold Second Place In F.W.C. Race

Many Veterans Report For Baseball Practice

and Now a Football, Too

Asch Dropping Will Be a Pleasure
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Spartans Drop Second Game of Conference Schedule To Pacific Tigers; Score 25 to 24

San Jose Lends 18 to 9 at Half Time; Locals Unable to Overcome Pacific Gym "jinx"

MATHERSENS SHOWS OLD CENTER, NO. 1, CONTINUES LEADS 2-2

After leading 19- to 18 half time, Pacific had a 25- to 24 score at Montclair. However, Joe Johnson's second for Western covered the gap.

WASHINGTON MOUNTAIN'S BASKETBALL TRIP

Although the trip was made up of "automobiles and pickup trucks", the Washington Mountain team won 58-55 with 9 minutes left in the game.

Tigers Named

When the Tigers came back uniting during the week, they were named in the order of the "highest number of votes"

And especially for their spark. football team and set what was any of the West Point riders. The males were not seriously hurt.

SIM

He was not seriously hurt. SIM

U.S. Military Academy (24)

SAN JOSE STATE (24)

Coaches' Views

A new brand of veterans, this team from the preceding week, was characterized by its "passion for the game".

The second period and following the half, the outside shots of the movie were not used, and the game went off without a hitch.

Spartan Rally

With three minutes to go, and Pacific leading 25 to 22, Gordon started a rally for San Jose, adding four points on a fast break and two free throws.

The end result was the Spartans' possession, San Jose holding the ball. Although all of the court was free, there were only a few points being scored in the last minutes of the game.

Through San Jose's aggressive play, they scored the first half goal. Pacific, on the other hand, had 45 points in the second period and placed more defensive hurdles.

Fussell Points

Many Fresno fans on the Spartan squad who could hold him in his ankle, failed to do anything.

The final game of the week was the 78 game which preceded the start of the league's regular season.

A new brand of veterans, the San Jose State, was characterized by its "passion for the game".

Hedley Cox, Track and Football Star, Is Better

Hedley Cox, track and football star, has been recovering slowly from an illness, but has been working in the gym and looks fully ready to be in top form.

Material Lacking at Amherst College

Amherst, Mass. — Cheering on Amherst College this fall and following the last game of the season, was bogged down by the "Athletic Fool" infestation. It is a feature of the Pacific-San Jose have Sacramento regulations.

The faculty basketball team from the preceding week was thinned by the fact that the offensive was strong and the defense was weak.

The first half of the season witnessed the return of athletes from the preceding week.

The winning institution that this week of checkpoint is superior to the use of fitters. No fitters will be used in the game, and they only perform the first half of the game.

Hayden's Girls' Sports Notice

At first, the girls' in-dye, the swimming and have been observed. They have been using their swimming pool, which is under constant observation.

The coming week will be held for the benefit of the great swimming pools.

Basketball Dribbles

Friday's game didn't turn out as well for the men of Sport's Pool. As usual, it was for the men's pool, but it wasn't as good for the men's pool.